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The story of how 'Hell's Gate' at Possum Kingdom Lake, Texas came to have its name. Relive the
story of how three outlaws' expeditions and encounters through historical 1870s Texas were
remembered for a lifetime. Surrounded by whisky-fueled outlaws and a treacherous wilderness, how
is one to survive? Based on real events, this Texas based tale uncovers the mystery of the events
surrounding the legendary Hell's Gate, a cliff formation that rises out of Possum Kingdom Lake in
Texas. When a curious errand boy catches wind of one of America's most infamous crimes, he falls in
with two desperate men on the wrong side of the law. Crossing paths with some of the West's most
notorious figures, these three outlaws fight for their lives in the pursuit of fame and riches. Few are
to be trusted, as their interwoven stories prove that everyone has a hidden agenda, and by no
means is anyone innocent. Fueled by a talented ensemble cast THE LEGEND OF HELL'S GATE blends
legend and history into a Western spectacle that recounts the treacherous existence in post Civil
War Texas. Some 15 years ago I wrote a piece 'eBooks: the future of storytelling' in which I
speculated on how technological advance changes the way stories are told, indeed, changes the
stories themselves. Amongst other then rather fanciful prophecies I foretold a device which would
project odour to accompany a movie story. Now I see that this has at last become a reality; at least,
this Hell's Gate really does smell - like an overused outhouse on a hot summer's day.
Any movie is a story; and a story must be coherent; this is not. Satyricon is not; it is a pastiche – but
it took a genius like Fellini to get away with it. That Hollywood will spend millions on CG and
explosions while at the same time keeping the writers' bill down in the thousands, and that
begrudged, is well known. But for the rising indie, the rebel who seeks to displace the big guys,
hopefully by artistic skill and quality, to produce a story based on a script jotted on the back of an
old envelope is not the way to go. Your job is to tell a coherent story; do it with all of the
ornamentation you can add, but never so much that its coherence is lost, or even threatened.
Scripts comprise actions and dialogue; there was plenty of action in this movie, some of it even
meaningful, but of dialogue – well? Were we witnessing a new trend in movie-making, the all-adlibbed attention addler? Could the 'talent' not remember their lines? Did they know what
'articulation' and 'enunciation' mean? Or could the handi- cams not pick up their voices? Not enough
interest to do a few voice loops in post-prod? If Shakespeare had written a grunt for Hamlet to recite
instead of 'To be or not to be' and the next 20 lines, the world of theatre would be a poorer place;
yet this malodourous malevolence of a movie apparently seeks to promote the grunt as mankind's
last word in oral articulation and verbal communication. The grunt, while having the merit of brevity,
does lack specificity.
Another element required of a story is that its audience relates to it – they relate to the characters.
Often audiences relate to the guy they see on the screen – the actor – instead of to the character;
but that's Hollywood for you, either way those bozos make money. Indies don't have Cruises or
Schwarzneggers in their budgets; but they can cast an actor into a suitable part and support that
actor into dressing out and projecting the character, and its development, if they have the skill. Mr
Beard, why didn't you do that?
With camera tripods so affordable, and good liquor so dear, how come the decision to use
camerapersons apparently afflicted with the shakes and the staggers?
And what was the dreadfully delivered Oirish accent all about? Thousands of very talented Irish in
the world (meself, for example), all with accents, many with acting skills, eager for a chance, and
you have to offend an entire nation by putting this gratuitous foulness into your 'script'? Of course,
since there is so little else in the script, perhaps the multi-talent-free 'writer', 'director' and (of
course) his own 'leading man' felt obliged to put something in – anything! I suppose he called it
'color', or 'character' when he was begging dad-in-law for the backing.
I think the whole movie was best epitomised by the shoot-out scene in the bar and outside it – 'full of
sound and fury, signifying nothing.' While we may be amused at the great waste of gunpowder as
against the minimal resulting carnage – how very opposed to Hollywood is this! – we are ultimately
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not engaged because we have no idea who these people are, or why they are doing this – and so we
frankly don't care. Which is the single most telling aspect of this movie that you project, Mr Beard:
we don't care, most likely because you didn't.
Yet it's not a total loss; what merit came through incites me to say that I hope you try again. This
movie should come with a warning label – "Don't even look for a plot." I enjoy westerns and always
look forward to seeing newer ones. So I had great hopes. There were some positive points. Great
scenery, costuming and they shot black powder revolvers so there was the correct amount of smoke.
So much for the positive. There was NO plot, just a rambling from one scene to the next which may
or may not have been loosely connected. I kept waiting for it to all get tied together, but it never did.
That mule had to be the dumbest mule in the world falling off the cliff like that. I've worked with
horses all my life and generally mules are much more sure-footed that a horse. I had to marvel at
how fast the three amigos could run and leap through the woods, each carrying several huge bags
containing jugs full of booze. And all the time, outrunning the pursuing horses. Amazing. Watch if
you like movies with dark filtered scenes, dialog that's hard to hear and "stories" with no beginning
no middle and no end. a5c7b9f00b
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